To assess the impact of dynamical formulation on climate simulations, a semi-Lagrangian and an Eulerian dynamical core have been used for 5-yr climate simulations with the same physical parameterizations. The comparison of the climate simulations is focused on various eddy statistics (the study of time-mean states from the simulations has been published in a previous paper). Significant differences between the two simulations are evident. Generally, the stationary eddy variances are stronger in the semi-Lagrangian simulation while the transient eddy variances are stronger in the Eulerian simulation. Compared to the data assimilated by the Goddard Earth Observing System data assimilation system, the semi-Lagrangian simulation is closer to the assimilation in many aspects than the Eulerian simulation, even though the Eulerian model was used in the data assimilation. The paper shows that rather than corrupting the ability to diagnose model performance with a parallel data assimilation, quantitative rigor can be advanced because the model environment is more controlled.
Introduction
Compared to the traditional Eulerian approach, the semi-Lagrangian approach has two principal advantages. The first is the ability to overcome the CourantFriedrichs-Lewy (CFL) advective stability criterion. The second is the more accurate treatment of advection primarily by reducing phase dispersion errors for the finite-difference case (Bermejo 1990; Kuo and Williams 1990; Ostiguy and Laprise 1990) . However, the semiLagrangian method also has two main disadvantages. The first is the absence of formal conservation properties. The second is that small-scale features may be damped more in semi-Lagrangian schemes than in some Eulerian schemes (McCalpin 1988) . Staniforth and Côté (1991) have given a review of semi-Lagrangian schemes.
In view of increasing usage of the semi-Lagrangian method in general circulation models (GCMs) (e.g., Bates et al. 1993; Williamson and Olson 1994; Moorthi et al. 1995; Ritchie et al. 1995) , it is important to investigate relative advantages and disadvantages of the semi-Lagrangian over the Eulerian approach in the context of both numerical weather prediction and climate simulation. Chen and Bates (1996b) have compared 10-day forecasts from a semi-Lagrangian and an Eulerian model with the same physical parameterizations. The result is that the two models produce the forecasts with similar skill scores even though the time step for the dynamics is 16 times longer in the semi-Lagrangian than in the Eulerian model. This has demonstrated the ability of a semi-Lagrangian model to achieve a significant improvement in efficiency of model integration without loss of accuracy [see Table 3 of Chen and Bates (1996b) for the CPU time comparison]. Also, Chen and Bates (1996a) have analyzed and compared 5-yr-mean climates simulated with the semi-Lagrangian and Eulerian models. It has been found that the change from an Eulerian to a semi-Lagrangian formulation leads to significant differences in the simulated climates, both for fields determined mainly by the dynamics, such as sea level pressure, and for those determined mainly by the physics, such as precipitation. The differences result both directly from the changes in the dynamics and indirectly from the interactions of the dynamics with the physics, even though the same physical parameterizations are used in the two models. The comparison of the climate simulations in Chen and Bates (1996a) is focused on the time-mean states. In this study, the eddy statistics from the same climate simulations are compared. In addition, the two models have been run for the benchmark test proposed by Held and Suarez (1994) . This test uses simple Newtonian relaxation for the temperature field and Rayleigh damping for low-level winds without any explicit physical parameterizations. Running the test is an attempt to isolate differences solely due to the different formulations of the dynamics. Then the transformed Eulerian mean diagnostics are employed for the Held-Suarez test to track down differences between the dynamical cores. Concomitantly, the comparison of the long-term statistics from the test with those from the climate simulations would provide some implication on the usefulness of the Held-Suarez test for dynamical core comparison. In total, the experiments undertaken here are focused on trying to better quantify the factors in the models that lead to different performance. This is a necessary step in the quest to better define uncertainties in climate simulation and prediction.
Brief descriptions of the models are given in section 2. Eddy statistics from the climate simulations are presented in section 3. Results from the Held-Suarez tests are given in section 4. Section 5 gives the comparison of the climate and idealized simulations and the interpretation of results using the transformed Eulerian mean framework. Finally, the conclusions are given in section 6.
Brief model descriptions
The dynamical core of the semi-Lagrangian model (SLM) is described in Bates et al. (1993) . It uses a twotime-level semi-implicit finite-difference integration scheme. The integration scheme is an extension of the vector semi-Lagrangian scheme of Bates et al. (1990) VOLUME 10 FIG. 1. (Continued) to the multilevel case. Values of variables at trajectory departure points are evaluated using tricubic interpolation, which gives fourth-order spatial accuracy for horizontal and vertical advection. The order of accuracy of the vertical advection is not reduced by the unequal spacing of levels. A few modifications to the original dynamical core of Bates et al. (1993) are described by Moorthi et al. (1995) and Chen and Bates (1996a) .
The Eulerian model is the Goddard Earth Observing System (GEOS) GCM (Takacs et al. 1994) , which has been used in the data assimilation system (DAS) at the Data Assimilation Office (DAO), NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center (Schubert et al. 1993) . The Eulerian dynamical core is described by Suarez and Takacs (1995) . The version used in the climate simulation is the first version of the dynamical core, which has second-order accuracy in horizontal differencing, but the latest version with fourth-order accuracy is used for the Held-Suarez test. Section 4 gives the justification for linking the comparison of the climate simulations with the comparison of the Held-Suarez tests despite the two different versions used. The vertical differencing follows the scheme developed by Arakawa and Suarez (1983) , which is second-order accurate where the levels are equally spaced, but reduces to first-order accuracy where unequal spacing occurs. In one-dimensional advection by a constant velocity the semi-Lagrangian and Eulerian dynamical cores perform similarly to each other.
Version 1 of the GEOS GCM physical parameterizations (Takacs et al. 1994 ) is used in both models. The turbulence parameterization consists of components that handle vertical diffusion and surface fluxes of heat, moisture, and momentum (Helfand and Labraga 1988) . The relaxed Arakawa-Schubert (RAS) scheme (Moorthi and Suarez 1992 ) is used to parameterize moist convection. A parameterization of rain reevaporation (Sud and Molod 1988 ) is also included. The longwave and shortwave radiation schemes closely follow those of Harshvardhan et al. (1987) . Convective and large-scale (layered) clouds are diagnosed in the parameterizations of moist convection and large-scale condensation. A time split method is used in the semi-Lagrangian model to incorporate the Eulerian physics (see Chen and Bates 1996a) .
The semi-Lagrangian and Eulerian models were integrated for 5 yr at horizontal resolution of 2Њ lat ϫ 2.5Њ long with 20 vertical levels unequally spaced. The time step for the dynamics is 60 min for the SLM and 2.5 min for the GEOS GCM. The uncentering parameter ⑀ ϭ 0.2 is used in the SLM. The time step and the value of ⑀ in the SLM are chosen based on a series of forecast experiments. These values of the time step and ⑀ give the best overall forecast scores (Chen and Bates 1996b) . The CPU time comparison for the two models are given in Table 2 of Chen and Bates (1996a) . More detailed descriptions of the integrations have been given by Chen and Bates (1996a) and Takacs and Suarez (1996) . The validation dataset is the assimilation for the same time period from the GEOS DAS (Schubert et al. 1993 (Schubert et al. , 1995 . While the use of the GEOS DAS, which used the GEOS GCM, might seem to favor the GEOS GCM simulation, such an advantage is not obviously realized (see section 3).
Eddy statistics from climate simulations
The eddy statistics from the simulations and assimilation are initially calculated on the basis of monthly means. These statistics from monthly means are averaged to generate the 5-yr-mean seasonal eddy statistics for the December-February (DJF) and June-August (JJA) seasons. Thus, the stationary eddy variances are the variances due to the eddies with timescales equal to or longer than one month. For fields x and y the eddy statistics are defined by
where the bar denotes the monthly mean, the prime the deviation from the monthly mean, the bracket the zonal mean, and the asterisk the deviation from the zonal mean. The second and third terms on the right-hand side are the stationary and transient eddy variance, respectively. The total eddy variance is simply the sum of the two. Figure 1 shows the DJF stationary, transient, and total eddy variances of zonal wind. The stationary eddy variance in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) midlatitudes is stronger in the SLM than in the GEOS GCM. Both simulations are weaker than the assimilation; therefore, the SLM simulation is closer to the GEOS DAS. The simulated stationary variances in the Tropics are stronger than the GEOS DAS, especially in the SLM. The NH transient eddy variance (Figs. 1d-f ) simulated by the SLM is also closer to the assimilation than that simulated by the GEOS GCM. In the Southern Hemisphere (SH) midlatitudes, the GEOS GCM simulation is stronger than the SLM simulation and closer to the GEOS DAS. Due to the opposite differences in the stationary and transient variances, the total eddy variance (Figs. 1g-i) in the NH midlatitudes is similar in the two simulations, both of which are weaker than the assimilation. For JJA, only the transient eddy variances are shown (Fig. 2 ). In the NH midlatitudes, the two simulations are weaker than the assimilation. The maximum variance in the SH midlatitudes is too strong in the GEOS GCM, and it is more consistent with the assimilation in the SLM. The JJA stationary eddy variance (not shown) is small in the extratropics of both hemispheres.
The DJF transient eddy variance of meridional wind is shown in Fig. 3 . The GEOS GCM simulation is stronger than the SLM simulation and in better agreement with the assimilation. Figure 4 shows the JJA transient eddy variance of meridional wind. For both hemispheres the GEOS GCM simulation is again stronger than the SLM simulation, which makes the GEOS GCM simu- lation closer to the assimilation. The stationary eddy variances of meridional wind are small (not shown) for both seasons. Figure 5 shows the DJF stationary, transient, and total eddy flux of momentum. The positive center in the stationary eddy flux (Figs. 5a-c) in the NH midlatitudes is better simulated by the SLM than by the GEOS GCM, which overestimates the flux. In the tropical upper troposphere the SLM simulation is too strong. Neither simulation captures the negative center visible in the GEOS DAS north of 60ЊN. The transient eddy flux (Figs. 5d-f) in the SH is very similar in the two simulations, and both models overestimate the transient flux by more than 30%. In the NH, the transient eddy flux is overestimated by about 50% in the GEOS GCM and by about 35% in the SLM. The NH maximum of the transient flux is located too northward in the simulations. The total eddy momentum flux in the NH midlatitudes is significantly stronger in the GEOS GCM than in the SLM, with the SLM simulation closer to the assimilation. At the latitudes around 65Њ of both hemispheres the total eddy flux is underestimated by the models. Figure 6 shows the JJA transient eddy momentum flux. The two simulations in the NH midlatitudes are closer to each other than to the assimilation; both are stronger than the assimilation. For the SH, the transient flux is better simulated by the SLM. The JJA stationary momentum flux (not shown) is very small in the extratropics. In the Tropics, it is overestimated by the SLM.
The DJF eddy heat flux is presented in Fig. 7 . The stationary eddy flux (Figs. 7a-c) is significant only in the NH midlatitudes. The two simulations are more similar to each other than to the assimilation; both are weaker than the assimilation. The transient eddy heat flux is shown in Figs. 7d-f. Compared with the assimilation, the transient eddy flux is generally overestimated by the models. For the lower troposphere in the NH extratropics the simulation is stronger in the GEOS GCM than in the SLM, while the two simulations in the SH are close to each other. Figures 7g-i show the total eddy heat flux. The simulations are basically consistent with the assimilation, demonstrating a compensation of errors in the transient and stationary components. It is interesting that the GEOS GCM simulation has a maximum near the midlatitude tropopause of each hemisphere, which is not as well defined in the SLM simulation. The NH maximum is found in the assimilation while the SH one is not. Figure 8 shows the JJA transient eddy heat flux. Large values of the heat flux are found only in the SH extratropics. The SLM simulation is weaker than the GEOS GCM simulation, and the SLM is in better agreement with the assimilation. Again, the JJA stationary eddy heat flux is very small and not shown. Held and Suarez (1994) have proposed an idealized test to investigate dynamical formulations used in GCMs. We use this test to try and understand the differences in the climate simulations. The test uses thermodynamic and momentum equations with specified forcing to yield a circulation that is grossly similar to the observed tropospheric circulation. The thermal forcing is linear relaxation to a specified temperature field varying with latitude and pressure, which assures that the wind fields have jets in the subtropical upper troposphere. There is a momentum sink represented by Rayleigh friction at the lower troposphere. The friction and thermal forcing assure a mean meridional circulation that is broadly consistent with a Hadley cell rising in the Tropics and descending outside of the Tropics. There is no attempt made to resolve or model the stratosphere. No topography is included in the test, and symmetry is expected between the NH and the SH. A major difference between the atmospheric circulation and the Held-Suarez circulation is that the Hadley circulation in the atmosphere is maintained by direct heating while it is not the case in the Held-Suarez test. This will be exploited in the interpretation in the next section. Both SLM and GEOS dynamical cores were run at horizontal resolution of 2Њ lat ϫ 2.5Њ long with 20 levels equally spaced, where ϭ p/p s , p is the pressure, and p s is the surface pressure. The time step is 60 min for the SLM and 3.75 min for the GEOS. For these time steps the CPU time for the SLM core is about one-half of that for the GEOS core. The reduction in CPU time is far less than that expected from the increase in the time step. This is due partly to the semi-Lagrangian overhead, and partly to the fact that the SLM has not been optimized for CPU-time performance. As in the climate simulation, the uncentering parameter ⑀ ϭ 0.2 is used in the SLM. The initial state used for the model integrations is derived from a European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) analysis, and thus it is asymmetric about the equator. The models were integrated for 1200 days. The time-mean fields and eddy statistics are taken from the last 1000 days. Since there is no topography and surface contrast, the stationary eddy components are small and the total eddy statistics are similar to the transient eddy components.
Held-Suarez test
The Eulerian core used for the Held-Suarez test is the latest version, which has fourth-order accuracy in horizontal advection, while the version used for the climate simulation is second-order accurate in horizontal advection. Comparison of the present results with those described by Held and Suarez (1994) , who used the same Eulerian core with second-order accuracy, clearly shows that the differences between the Held-Suarez integrations with the second-order and fourth-order Eulerian cores are small compared to the differences between the semi-Lagrangian and Eulerian cores. Additional experiments have also confirmed this. Furthermore, the differences in the climate simulations using the second-order and fourth-order Eulerian core at the resolution of 2Њ lat ϫ 2.5Њ long (Takacs and Suarez 1996) are small compared to the corresponding differences between the semi-Lagrangian and Eulerian models (Chen and Bates 1996a) . Thus, it is justified to link the comparison of the climate simulations with the comparison of the Held and Suarez tests, even though the two different versions of the Eulerian core were used. The zonal-mean time-mean zonal wind from the SLM and GEOS cores is shown in Fig. 9 . The maximum westerlies in midlatitudes are slightly stronger in the SLM than in the GEOS. The upper-level easterlies in the Tropics are considerably stronger in the GEOS than in the SLM. In the climate simulation with the GEOS GCM the strong tropical easterlies are found in the summer season but not in the winter (Chen and Bates 1996a) . Figure 10 shows the zonal-mean meridional wind produced by the two cores. The two simulations are generally similar. The meridional wind implies the vertical motion of a Hadley cell, with strong ascent in the Tropics and descent in the subtropics. The maximum meridional winds in the lower and upper tropical troposphere are slightly stronger in the GEOS than in the SLM, which implies stronger tropical vertical motion in the GEOS. It is further discussed in section 5 in the context of the residual circulation. Figure 11 shows the simulated temperature fields and their differences. The significant differences are found at the levels above ϭ 0.25 (Fig. 11c) . The tropical tropopause is warmer by 6 K in the SLM than in the GEOS. At high latitudes of both hemispheres, however, the SLM simulation is 6-8 K colder than the GEOS simulation at those levels above ϭ 0.25 and about 2 K colder at the levels below. This is opposite to the result found in the climate simulations by Chen and Bates (1996a) . The climate simulations show that the temperature in the upper troposphere and the lower stratosphere in high latitudes is significantly warmer in the SLM while the temperature in the Tropics is similar in the two models. The different results are due to the fact that the processes that maintain circulation and temperature structure in the Held-Suarez test are very different from those in the real climate simulations. The long-term states of simulations critically depend on employed processes (see Boer and Denis 1997 for some experiments). This will be further discussed in section 5. The eddy variance of the zonal wind is shown in Fig.  12 . The two models generate similar latitudinal and vertical distributions of the variance. Two maxima are found in midlatitudes at the level of ϭ 0.275. However, the eddy variance in the SLM is only about a half of that in the GEOS. The eddy variances of meridional wind and temperature are also substantially weaker in the SLM than in the GEOS (not shown). The weaker eddy variances in the SLM may be associated with the much longer time step (1 h vs 3.75 min), the uncentering parameter ⑀ ϭ 0.2, and possible damping effect due to the interpolation in the SLM core. We have also run the SLM core for the Held-Suarez test with ⑀ ϭ 0. The eddy variances with ⑀ ϭ 0 are stronger than those with ⑀ ϭ 0.2. But even with ⑀ ϭ 0, the SLM eddy variances are much weaker than those from the GEOS core. Figure 13 shows the eddy momentum flux. The only difference between the two integrations is that the SH maximum is stronger in the SLM than in the GEOS, with the indication of higher hemispheric symmetry in the SLM. The asymmetry reflects sampling errors since the forcing is symmetric. Figure 14 shows the eddy heat flux. The two models give very similar latitudinal and vertical distributions of the field. There are two maxima in midlatitudes of each hemisphere, one in the lower troposphere and another in the upper troposphere. The maxima of eddy heat flux are weaker in the SLM than in the GEOS.
Comparison and synthesis
Comparison of the Held-Suarez test results with the climate simulations using the two different dynamical cores provides direction for understanding the impact of the dynamical cores on the model results. To carry the comparison beyond a description of averaged diagnostics, the results will be interpreted using the trans- formed Eulerian mean (TEM) framework as used, for instance, in Edmon et al. (1980) and Plumb and Mahlman (1987) (see World Meteorological Society 1986 for an excellent summary). As argued by Fels et al. (1980) and others, in order for the atmosphere to equilibrate at temperatures different from radiative equilibrium, a balance between eddy wave motions and a wave-driven mean meridional circulation (the transformed Eulerian mean or, commonly, the residual circulation) must exist. The vertical component of the mean circulation drives the atmosphere away from radiative equilibrium by cross-isentropic transport. This is balanced by quasi-horizontal mixing along isentropes, which brings the atmosphere towards radiative equilibrium. In the stratospheric applications, where the TEM framework has been used the most, the tropical upward and polar downward components of the mean meridional circulation are forced at a distance by the dissipation of Rossby and gravity waves that have propagated into the upper stratosphere and mesosphere (see Haynes et al. 1991; Holton et al. 1995 and references therein). The processes that maintain the mean meridional circulation in the Held-Suarez test are due to similar action-at-a-distance mechanisms, rather than direct heating as in the atmospheric Hadley circulation. Therefore, the use of the TEM framework is expected to be productive. The focus will be on the propagation of waves from the lower part of the model to the upper part of the model, where they are dissipated by Newtonian cooling.
The primary underlying assumption of the TEM formulation is quasigeostrophy. With the residual circulation ( * , w * ) defined by (see Andrews and McIntyrē 1976; Andrews et al. 1987; Holton 1992 ) 
In the above, a is the earth radius, g the gravity acceleration, R the gas constant for dry air, c p the specific heat of dry air at constant pressure, the latitude, f the Coriolis parameter, u the zonal wind, the meridional wind, w the vertical velocity, T the temperature, X the subgrid-scale momentum forcing, Q the diabatic heating, the scale height H ϭ 7 km, the reference pressure p o ϭ 1000 mb, and F the vector Eliassen-Palm (EP) flux. The bar denotes the zonal mean and the prime the deviation from the zonal mean. Since the Held-Suarez test does not have a substantive stationary wave component, the transient component in the climate simulations will be examined. Here we focus on the comparison of the Held-Suarez test with the DJF climate simulation in the NH. Comparison of the variance of the zonal wind (Figs. 1d and 1e with Fig. 12) shows the Held-Suarez simulations have features in common with the climate simulations. The magnitude of the variance in the Held-Suarez test is greater (less) than the climate simulation for the GEOS (SLM) core. Thus, the differences found in the Held-Suarez tests between the two cores are larger than those found in the climate simulations. The latitudinal extent of the contours at the height of the maximum in both the climate and the idealized simulations is more compact than in the assimilation field shown in Fig. 1f . The poleward extent of the 50 m 2 s Ϫ2 contour in the GEOS simulation of the Held-Suarez test (Fig. 12b) , and the similar structure in the GEOS climate simulation (Fig. 1e) , show a tendency for more polar variance in the GEOS core.
Compared with the GEOS model the variance in the SLM looks more diffused.
The meridional momentum fluxes (Figs. 5d and 5e with Fig. 13 ) are similar. The heat fluxes (Figs. 7d and 7e with Fig. 14) are more revealing. Both representations of the Held-Suarez test show two peaks, one in the lower troposphere and one in the upper troposphere. This is similar to the GEOS GCM climate simulation. The assimilation (Fig. 7f) and the SLM climate simulation (Fig. 7d) do not show as distinct a double maximum. In the Held-Suarez tests the peaks in the GEOS core are both of greater magnitude and more distinctly separated. Once again, the SLM solution looks more diffused. Since the heat flux is proportional to the vertical component of the EP flux [see (7)], there is a difference in the propagation of waves from the lower to the upper parts of the model. Figure 15 shows the EP flux from the Held-Suarez tests. Indeed, the vertical component of the EP flux is weaker in the SLM (Fig.  15c) . Thus, in the SLM less wave activity is propagating into the upper troposphere from the primary source region in the middle and lower troposphere at midlati- tudes. Also, less wave activity propagates equatorward in the upper troposphere.
A weaker residual circulation is expected since less wave activity is dissipated at high altitudes in the SLM core. Figure 16 shows the meridional and vertical components of the residual circulation from the two simulations. The vertical component of the residual circulation (Figs. 16c and 16d ) is indeed weaker in the SLM core than in the GEOS core. The most obvious differences are at the equator and the poles as well as at 30Њ in the upper troposphere. The vertical component of the residual circulation does suggest a direct Hadley cell in the Tropics as well as a mean meridional circulation around the subtropical jet. The largest differences in the meridional component of the residual circulation (Figs.  16a and 16b ) are in the upper troposphere between the equator and 30Њ.
The stronger residual circulation implies that the GEOS core will be farther away from radiative equilibrium and, hence, warmer at the poles than the SLM core. Figure 17 shows the difference between the average modeled temperature and the radiative equilibrium temperature from the Held-Suarez tests. At the poles, the SLM dynamical core is colder than the GEOS core and closer to radiative equilibrium by approximately 3 K just above ϭ 0.5. At higher altitudes where the temperature differences between the two cores are largest (Fig. 11c) , the SLM core is more than 6 K closer to radiative equilibrium than the GEOS core. At the equator, the SLM is also closer to radiative equilibrium than the GEOS core, but the sign of the difference is opposite. All of these are due to the fact that more waves in the GEOS core propagate to high altitudes before being dissipated and, hence, produce a more vigorous residual circulation, which drives the model away from radiative equilibrium. The transformed Eulerian mean diagnostics establish that the different attributes of the two dynamical cores do impact the climate characteristics as represented by the Held-Suarez simulations. It is safe to assert that the diffusivity in the SLM core mixes in the lower part of the model, reducing the propagation of wave activity to high altitudes. It remains difficult, however, to link this impact quantitatively back to the climate simulations. The troposphere in the GCM and the atmosphere contains strong local diabatic processes while local heating is not represented in the Held-Suarez test. Because of these local heat sources, diffusivity in the troposphere would have a different impact than in the Held-Suarez test. Given the latitudinal distribution of heat sources, local diffusivity of heat in the GCM would heat the poles.
Direct tests to quantify the role of the diffusion in the two dynamical cores are not simply conceived due to the velocity dependence of the diffusion in the SLM. Possible experiments include adding symmetric diffusion or nonlinear diffusion (Smagorinsky 1963) to the GEOS core. More recent versions of the GEOS GCM include the gravity wave drag scheme of Zhou et al. (1996) (Takacs and Suarez 1996) . Gravity wave drag, which is often incorporated into general circulation and numerical weather prediction models to account for zonal wind biases (Palmer et al. 1986; McFarlane 1987) , provides a physically motivated momentum mixing process. An experiment using the GEOS GCM with gravity wave drag will be used here to provide heuristic arguments about the role of subgrid processes in the GEOS GCM. Figure 18 shows the transient eddy heat flux from a simulation of the GEOS GCM with gravity wave drag added. Compared with the climate simulation presented in Fig. 7e , the upper-troposphere maxima in the NH and the SH have been reduced. This makes the GEOS simulation much more similar to the GEOS assimilation (Fig. 7f) . Looking at the results from the Held-Suarez test in Fig. 14 suggests that the in situ mixing added by the gravity wave drag parameterization and the numerical mixing in the SLM core have a qualitatively similar impact on the eddy heat flux. Therefore, the behavior of the SLM simulation can be safely asserted to be linked to numerical diffusion. Earlier it was mentioned that the temperature distributions in the Held-Suarez tests (Fig. 11 ) are in paradox with those in the climate simulations reported in Chen and Bates (1996a) . Namely, in the Held-Suarez tests the polar temperature in the upper troposphere from the SLM core is colder than the GEOS core while in the climate simulations the temperature is warmer. Chen and Bates (1996a) have found that the warmer polar temperature in the SLM is due to the more efficient poleward heat transport in the SLM. Both large-scale circulation (mean flow and eddies) and subgrid mixing contribute to the heat transport. Chen and Bates (1996a) have shown that the SLM has a stronger heat transport by the large-scale circulation. On the other hand, the subgrid mixing in the SLM also diffuses heat poleward and results in a stronger poleward heat transport. The relative contributions by the large-scale circulation and the subgrid mixing are unclear yet. The in situ diffusion, however, reduces the Rossby wave action that propagates upward as revealed in the Held-Suarez test. The higher polar temperature in the Held-Suarez test from the GEOS core arises because the more vigorous Rossby wave activity is dissipated in the upper levels of the model, hence inducing stronger downward motion over the poles. The paradox is resolved by climate simulations with a 70-layer version of the GEOS GCM with mesospheric gravity wave drag, which simulates warm- er polar temperatures than either of the climate simulations reported by Chen and Bates (1996a) due to the increased residual circulation. This is consistent with the well-known sensitivity of polar temperature in stratospheric modeling as discussed in, for example, Boville (1991 Boville ( , 1995 .
Conclusions
The eddy statistics from the 5-yr climate simulations with the semi-Lagrangian and Eulerian models are evaluated with the 5-yr assimilation from the GEOS data assimilation system. Significant differences between the two simulations are evident, and neither can be declared more accurate in all aspects based on the comparison with the assimilation. Generally, the stationary eddy variances are stronger in the SLM while the transient eddy variances are stronger in the GEOS GCM. The GEOS GCM simulation has no obvious advantage over the SLM simulation, even though the GEOS GCM is used in the GEOS data assimilation system and the physical parameterizations used for the two models have been developed in concert with the GEOS dynamical core. In fact, the SLM simulation is closer to the assimilation than the GEOS GCM simulation in many statistics. This clearly demonstrates that using an assimilation with the same model does not corrupt evaluation of the model, rather it leads to a more controlled environment for studying model shortcomings.
The idealized Held-Suarez test was used to investigate the performance of the two dynamical cores. The eddy statistics are weaker and more diffused in the SLM core than in the GEOS core. This may be due to the much longer time step (1 h vs 3.75 min), the uncentering parameter, and inherent diffusion due to the interpolation in the SLM. The transformed Eulerian mean diagnostics reveal that less wave activity propagates from the lower and middle into the upper parts of the model atmosphere in the SLM core than in the GEOS core. Also in the SLM core, less wave activity propagates equatorward in the upper troposphere. Thus the residual circulation driven by the eddy forcing is weaker in the SLM core than in the GEOS core. Consequently, the SLM is closer to the radiative equilibrium state than the GEOS in the Held-Suarez test. Thus the manner in which the two cores treat small-scale processes impacts the simulation of mean general circulation of the models.
The results from the Held-Suarez simulations, however, cannot be easily applied to the real climate simulations since the mechanisms to maintain the circulation are different in the Held-Suarez test and the atmosphere. The processes for the maintenance of the Held-Suarez circulation are due to action-at-a-distance mechanisms, while local heating in the troposphere is more important in both the GCMs and the atmosphere. The second-order diagnostics from the Held-Suarez test, combined with the gravity wave drag experiment with the GEOS GCM, provide heuristic evidence that the matter in which the two dynamical cores treat smallscale processes, especially diffusion, has a significant impact on the climate simulations. The experiments, therefore, highlight the need for careful physically based parameterizations to model subgrid mixing due to advective cascade. In addition, the subgrid mixing, which is often modeled by filters or diffusion, must also be rationalized with parameterizations that represent subgrid processes such as gravity wave drag.
In this paper we have tried to trace the difference between the two climate simulations to particular characteristics of the dynamical cores. This is motivated by the need to better quantify sources of uncertainties in climate models. In particular, the definition of uncertainties must progress beyond ad hoc attributions to differences in model parameterizations, and the implicit surrender that the uncertainties cannot be better characterized. This study shows the difficulty in chasing down the quantification of performance differences of different models even in a relatively controlled environment of like models, assimilated datasets, and interchangeable parameterization packages. Continual progress will require increased rigor in the definition of controlled experiments.
